
Managing Classroom Expectations with Church and Unchurched Kids 

 

It may not surprise you at all, but having a fun, focused, Fine-tuned classroom starts with you!   

How do you feel about being in the classroom?  Is it a joy, or does it feel like a duty?   

Is this your passion, or a requirement?  Are you having fun, or do you feel like a failure?  Your 

perspective makes a great difference. 

Classroom composition impacts the flow of what you can accomplish in the short period of time 

we have kids for Sunday School, mid-week programs, or other special events.  A single age class 

varies greatly from multi-age groups.  Groups with greater numbers of one gender than the 

other can change the dynamics of what we accomplish and how we approach learning.  Finally, 

we need to consider the diversity of classroom make up.  Are we working mostly with churched 

kids?  Do we have large numbers of unchurched kids, perhaps through bus ministry or 

afterschool care?  Are there special needs students we need to include? 

We are going to be looking at several steps you can take to making your classroom a great 

learning environment INCLUDING any / all of these groups.  Having a plan to help you assimilate 

ALL kids into your classroom will help make your class time flow and allow you to  achieve your 

goals. 

1. Prayer 

2. Goals - What are your goals for the class? Are your goals realistic with the kids in your 

classroom?  One teacher I know had a whole list of what the kids would learn in class during the 

year.  The list was impressive, all the books and divisions of the Bible, names of the disciples, 

Psalm 23, etc.  But class time was mostly one-on-one tutoring and independent study and 

memorization. 

3. Establishing expectations that are appropriate – think about age level characteristics  

and kid’s abilities.  Incorporate a variety of teaching methods to meet the needs of different 

learning styles, so all kids are engaged and participating. What are the expectations of your 

church?  

4. Communicate expectations – you can’t expect a particular behavior if you don’t 

communicate those expectations to the kids.  Make sure everyone knows what you expect of 

them each time they walk through the door.  Include information for the parents too!  This may 

be a great help to the parent at home. 

5. Keep it simple!  Kids cannot be expected to learn a complete handbook of do’s and 

don’ts.  Three to four guidelines that are all encompassing should be enough.  For example . . .  



6. Repeat, Repeat, Repeat – if kids are going to know what you expect you have to remind 

them.  Expectations have to be mentioned every time you are together!  It may be explicit by 

walking through the expectations one-by-one, or more subtly by praying (Lord, help us to listen 

as one another speaks.)  Post the expectations around the room and move the signs 

periodically.  We all grow used to seeing something and then begin to ignore it!  

7. Be consistent!  Co-teachers, parent helpers, youth workers, anyone who works must be 

on the same plan.  Train volunteers so that everyone is on the same page and enforces the 

same expectations. 

Add a goal or make it a game.  Use fun and reward systems to reinforce your expectations and 

make kids want to meet them!  Anything from candy to group reward parties can work in your 

favor to encourage good behavior. 

8. Develop Relationships!  Remind kids you are on their team.  Develop relationships with 

kids – especially those most difficult to know.  Behavior will only get worse if kids feel like you 

don’t know them or care about them.  Be sure to listen to wha t they have to say and remind 

them that you love them no matter what their behavior or actions.  
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